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Support from the City of Bocholt and Europe Direct Bocholt
On 4 and 5 November, there will be a benefit concert in Dinxperlo at the sports centre "Het
Blauwe Meer" in aid of the charitable foundation "WensAmbulance". The concert is also
supported by the Volunteer Agency of the City of Bocholt and the Europe Direct Bocholt.

Bands from Germany, the Netherlands and other European countries will be on stage on
both concert days, including the John F. Klaver Trio (NL), Annika Andersson (SE) the Hell's
Belles (DE) and Strange Kind of Woman (IT).

The non-profit organisation WensAmbulance grants last wishes to terminally ill and
seriously ill people and organises couch transports within and outside the Netherlands for
this purpose. "Already more than 30 of these wishes have been fulfilled from Germany to
Holland in recent years," says organiser Gerard Kolenbrander in conversation with Rainer
Howestädt of the Bocholt Volunteer Agency.

The volunteer agency supports the concert by organising the young volunteers. According
to the Volunteer Agency, many pupils, students and high school graduates have already
signed up for the project.

About "WensAmbulance

The declared aim of the non-profit organisation WensAmbulance Oost-Nederland is to
make the last wishes of terminally and seriously ill people possible by organising couch
transport. The foundation says it works exclusively with volunteers. According to its own
information, the foundation is financed entirely by donations.

A report on the campaign is available on the homepage of the Volunteer Agency.

Tickets for the concert are available on the website of the organisers

Charity concert in Dinxperlo for non-profit organisation

https://wir-fuer-bocholt.de/freiwilligenagentur-unterstuetzt-benefiz-konzert-in-dinxperlo/
https://concertfordreams.eventgoose.com/
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The programme of the "Concert for Dreams" concert
© Concert for Dreams
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